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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many VPM220/VPM220W microphones can access to the TE30,
TE40, TE50 and TE60?
A. 1, 2, 3, 3

B. 2, 2, 3. 4
C. 1, 1, 1, 2
D. 1, 2, 2, 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Typically the supply management professional will have
sufficient time for competitive bidding. If increased urgency
is required the supply management professional will resort to?
A. FIRST IN delivery which is the fastest form.
B. Succession bidding where the first bidder to supply wins the
awards of the contract.
C. Negotiation for best price best/product service.
D. Rapid ordering system for acquisition.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Typically the supply management professional will have
sufficient time for competitive bidding. If increased urgency
is required the supply management professional will resort to
negotiation.
The remaining responses are incorrect fabrications: Rapid
ordering, FIRST IN delivery, and Succession bidding.
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